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of , . . Government encouragement," says the Central
Union, in a publication of 1928, "is now drawing to a
close/* In British India the administrative policy varies
from province to province, though the tendency towards
the constitution of Central Unions is observable in almost
every area. There are indeed a few Native States, in which
the initiative is still solely official, and it may be surmised
that in these places co-operation is less spontaneous and
has not struck deep roots. Elsewhere, in each Native
State or British Province, there is a Central Union which
undertakes, often with the assistance of local unions, the
work of propaganda, education and supervision, but
there is also an official staff which shares these duties
with the Union* In Bombay, for instance, the Central
Institute discharges all three functions, and the official
staff (except for audit) is small The local organisers under
the Institute, however, though genuine co-operators, are
somewhat urban in origin and temper, and the rural
societies in consequence have not been inspired with a
great independence of spirit and management. In Madras
the local organisers of the Union are rural and sympa-
thetic, but not always competent; they are duplicated by
an official staff, and overlapping provokes some friction.
In Bengal the central body is weaker and less repre-
sentative of the primary societies, which are to an incon-
venient extent subordinated to the financing banks; the
officials are numerous but imperfectly trained in co-
operation. In the Punjab, where co-operation flourishes
most strongly, the Union maintains separate cadres for
its auditors and its supervisors, white the officials exercise
rights of super-audit and of day-to-daj- control over the
Union's supervisors. Co-operative training is good, and
non-officials are being recruited to the higher ranks. This
system is criticised as reserving excessive power to the
officials, but the Punjab peasant is a vigorous individual
with plenty df independence,
A detailed account of every country would be super-
fluous. Enough has been said to illustrate the principle
that the State, ordinarily the initiator of c<H>penrt3<M

